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Reputation as research object 

In the last years, reputation was increasingly
exposed to change and to unprecedented
reputational threats (Heugens, van Riel & van
den Bosch, 2004: 1349).

Several studies coming from the professional area emphasize
the impact of social media on reputation, considering social
media as the main driver of contemporary reputation (Beal
& Strauss, 2008).

Although success and failure are implicitly present
in organizational life, their impact on reputation
was little assessed in the recent context of the
online development.



Reputation building and repair process 

Reputational threats may appear from two sources
(Heugens et al., 2004: 1350):

CRISES: unexpected, uncontrollable evolution

ISSUES: evolve slowly, predictable consequences

The reputation-damaging potential of an event (crisis or
issue) is increased if the organization is perceived as
responsible for the event (Coombs, 1998).

Both reputation building and reputation repair have received
little attention in research until now, as research was rather
focused on ‘the characteristics of reputation-damaging events or
on the management response to these events’ than on reputation
repair (Rhee & Valdez, 2009: 151).



Variables in assessing  
reputation 

Media visibility, media coverage and media favourability
are frequently considered by scholars variables in
assessing reputations (Lange et al., 2011: 170-172) .

Media reputation, as ‘the overall evaluation of a firm
presented in the media’ is a collective concept
connecting the firm, media workers, stakeholder
sources of news and the readers of news
(Deephouse, 2000: 1098).

In view of practitioners, the online coverage became the
most important source of knowledge and opinions about
public actors and organizations (Beal & Strauss, 2008:
123).



Correspondence of indicators

Prominence (Rindova et al., 2005; Lange et al., 2011) ‘the
degree to which an organization is visible and well known’
(Boyd et al., 2010), was converted into online visibility.

Fischer and Reuber (2007: 59) introduce ‘valence’ to express
FAVORABILITY, as a function of the degree of positivity or negativity
in individual stakeholder’s attitudes. Balance and intensity are the
indicators issued to express valence (in a quantitative/qualitative
way.



Reputation inside the sports’ field

The winning-loosing dialectics of sport competition and the
evaluative impact that competitive outcomes have on sport
actors’ public image can generate a high volatility in terms
of reputation.

On the fame battlefield, no public battle can be won or
capitalized on without a good reputational management.

To what extent does a competitive outcome affect 
sport actors’ reputation?

Is a game result enough to alter one’s reputation
profile or does it take a major competition to have
a powerful effect?



Research questions

What type of impact has the competition
success or failure on the online reputation
of teams?

How long lasts the impact of competitions’
results on the online reputation of sport
actors ?

To what extent the evolution of the online
reputation of the team is similar with the
evolution of the online reputation of its
coach ?



Methodology

The present study considers the online
reputation as the overall evaluation of a
company or public actor presented on the web.

We define the online reputation profile as consisting
from the total of entries in the first two pages in the
Google search engine, after giving search with the name
of an individual or collective actor (organization or group
of people).



Cases selected

The analysis was focused on two entities: the team
(Romanian Women’s Handball Team) as collective sport
actor and the coach (R.V.) as the main image vector of the
team.

2010 European Women’s Handball Championship, where the 
national team won the bronze medal, which was a historic 
success
• 2011 World Women’s Handball Championship, where it ended 
up on the 13 position, which was considered a ‘shameful’ 
performance 

Time frame: (T1/T3) one week before each competition, (T2/T4) one week
after each competition and, finally, (T5) one week before the next major
competition in 2012.



Indicators and coding scheme (I)
Coding: Each recording unit received a
favourability coefficient: (3) intensely favourable;
(2) favourable; (1) mention; (0) outside the topic,
refers other actor; (-1) slightly unfavourable; (-
2) unfavourable articles; (-3) intensely
unfavourable articles.

The importance of sources (online rating): each
online sources received an importance coefficient,
from 1 to 10, based on their monthly audience
released by tracking sites (trafic.ro, Alexa.com).
Online social networks, video sharing networks, blog
platforms received also an importance coefficient,
based on the total number of users.



Indicators and coding scheme (II)

VISIBILITY: the percentage of entries in first 2 Google pages
(usual over 80%);
CONTROL: the percentage of directly generated content (own
communication channels): (desirable level over 30%)
BALANCE: the percentage of negative entries (over 50%: crisis);
INTENSITY (from 0 to 10): sum of negative favorability

coefficients/sum of positive favorability coefficients
HEIGHT (scale: from 0 to 10): mean of importance of sources in
the online environment, (under 3.5: local sources, over 3.5
general sources)



Indicators and coding scheme (III)

THE ONLINE REPUTATION SCORE

Intermediate Online reputation score (ORSI):

ORSI  = [∑ (i1 x n) x 2 + ∑ (i2 x n )]/3
i1, i2 – favorability coefficients for each of the ten 
articles displayed on the first page, respectively on 
the second page in Google;
n – importance coefficient, depending on the 
audience 

ORS = ORSI  x  V/100



Specific indicators for competition

EVENT RELATED COVERAGE: the proportion of entries actually
related to the sport competition from the total 20 Google
entries taken into consideration

ACTIVE ROLE INDICATOR (only for individual actor): proportion of entries
referring to its role as the team’s coach and not to other alternative social
and professional roles that he is playing.

COVERAGE REDUNDANCY SCORE: what percentage of the total entries are
common to Google results from previous time frames.

OUTCOME BALANCE : shows the proportion of entries referring to 
competitive defeats (lost games)

NEGATIVE OUTCOME INTENSITY: the proportion between the sum of the 
entries related to negative outcomes and the sum of entries connected to 
positive outcomes. 



Results (I) 

High ONLINE VISIBILITY for both actors, ranging from 
85% to 100%. For both actors there is a high lack of 
control, as there is no personal or institutional 
channels of communication developed to represent 
them. 
While the central online media sources are a significant component in
the online coverage of the coach, with HEIGHT varying from 3.1 to 5.0,
local media and special sport blogs are more present in the team’s
online coverage, with the lower score of height (between 2.2 and 3).



Results (II) 

The constant increase of negative entries for the coach’s
online coverage brings out a case of online reputation
crisis, with a climax reached in T5.



Results (III) 

Online Reputation Scores’ (ORS) evolution



The online reputation’s evolution 
in case of the team

Looking closer only to the event-related articles,
the two negative entries related to the European Championship referred to

secondary aspects, while the intensity of negative entries related to the
2011 World Championship is significantly higher and clearly directed to the
team’s poor performance.

There is a higher impact of the successful sport
event than the unsuccessful one on the team’s online
reputation, which is reaffirmed for the long-term time
frame, as the number of entries-related to the 2010
European Championship in T3, T4 is bigger.



The online reputation’s evolution 
in case of the team’s coach

The event-related entries referring to the coach reveal
a surprising dynamics generated by a reverse impact of
the two competitions.

The dynamics of coach’s online reputation brings out
a new factor: his alternative social and professional
roles: the decrease in coach’s ORS is based on a
cumulus effect of his roles.

The intensity is lower for the unsuccessful event,
most articles are built on coach’s public statements
and his act of bearing the blame, which has a strategic
role of saving his ‘positive face’. Moreover, it is based
on the high level of entries’ redundancy for T4, when
positive pre-competition entries remained in the OR
profile of the actor.



The impact of success or failure 
on the online reputation (I)

On a more prescriptive level, the results indicate
that more control over the online entries, such as
investing in personal, organizational or institutional
communication channels, could counterbalance the
negative impact of an event or, contrariwise, better
capitalize on the positive input of a successful
competition

The volatility of the online reputation score for
both the coach and the national team is related to
their high dependency on dynamic media sources
and their lack of control over the entries.



The impact of success or failure 
on the online reputation (II)

While the evolution of national team’s online
reputation is more responsive to the competitive
outcomes, the coach’s online reputation reflect a
cumulative and, moreover, a progressive evolution
based on the correlation and contamination effect
between his alternative roles.

The team seems to capitalize more on a successful 
event than the coach, as individual actor.

In methodological terms, this study has proven the limitation
of a mere quantitative approach of the online reputation
scores and the importance of the qualitative exploration.

In methodological terms, this study has proven the limitation
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Conclusions

The similarity between the sport teams’
competitive design and the business team’s
competitive market makes this case study on sport
actors relevant for a wide range of competitions.

Although important for reputation, competitive outcomes of an
event should be addressed in an integrative way, in connection
with previous events and alternative social roles of individual
actors.

Although important for reputation, competitive outcomes of an
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The impact of failure was more important in the online reputation
of coach, thus CEOs of organizations dealing with strong
competitive environments might consider the consequences of
losing a competition (their leading position could be threatened).
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losing a competition (their leading position could be threatened).



Benefits of research

The practical purpose is to obtain directions for further
research on the online reputation of organizational
teams that act in strong competitive environments .

Organizations need more research on the factors
which influence the evolution of their online
reputation and strategies for an effective
management of the online reputation.

Further research should address the discriminating effect of
competitive outcomes upon actors’ online and real reputation,
iinvestigating the impact of a single event on someone’s reputation on
both short and long term.
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